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MISSION AND VALUES
Our mission statement:
‘To serve, challenge and empower the educational community.’
All our work is underpinned by a set of core values, they are:
● Collaboration & interdependence
● Challenge & service
● Sustainability & well-being
● Celebrating difference
● Educational Excellence
● Inclusivity & social justice

Our TCAT values
inform everything we
do as a trust and all
of our services and
working practices are
designed around these
concepts.
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OPERATING PRINCIPLES: THE 3 Cs

We operate around 3 core principles of
collaboration, challenge and continuous
professional development or our 3 Cs.
These principles apply across the work of
our Education Directorate and our Business
Support Team.
● Continuous professional
development is at the heart of our
practice and we have and extensive
programme of professional development
which ranges from Initial Teacher Training
right up to Headship qualifications. Our
training offer is a combination of externally
accredited qualifications, external providers
and internal training provided by colleagues
from across the organisation. We invest
in our staff to ensure they feel valued,
develop as practitioners and provide
the best outcomes for our young
people.
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● Collaboration goes much further than
simply working together, we aim to create
strength through interdependence
and collective accountability in our working
practices. We do not mandate alignment
but aim for harmonisation through shared
values and goals. Much of this is achieved
via our extensive professional hub network.
● Challenge & support in equal
measure is crucial to our success. We
have a comprehensive programme of
quality assurance which provides our
academies with a ‘mirror on themselves’
and provides rigorous scrutiny for the trust
board. However, this is does not happen
in isolation and is allied with a detailed
professional development programme,
access to a huge range of expertise and
experience and the support necessary to
improve. This is central to our ethos of
earned autonomy.
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2021-22 STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Our key strategic objectives are focused
around three key dimensions:
● pupils/students
● people
● performance

success criterion. The identified hubs and
working parties populate their focused
objectives into the priority action plan (PAP).
The hubs are the main conduit to deliver
the trust’s strategic objectives.

Our Strategic Action Plan is reviewed by
trustees on a regular basis and we set
challenging targets focused around each
of these dimensions which involve a focus
upon pupil outcomes, engagement of
vulnerable young people, financial health
& sustainability, professional development,
well-being and safeguarding amongst other
things.

At academy level, school priorities are
aligned under the objectives of pupils/
students, people and performance through
populating a scorecard and completing
a priority action plan (PAP). The holistic
scorecard combines education and business
along with Ofsted criterion.

The trust wide strategic action plan
incorporates all the relevant objectives
against key performance indicators and

The PAP follows the EEF logic model
approach of explore, prepare, deliver and
sustain. All work follows the continuous
improvement cycle.
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1. Pupils / students:
1.1. 	Curriculum implementation Ensure effective curriculum intent
& implementation across the
curriculum
1.2. 	Curriculum impact - Ensure
assessment of curriculum impact is
meaningful & facilitates good pupil
progress
1.3.
Inclusivity - Ensure sufficient
capacity and expertise in relation
to inclusive practice and equitable
deployment of SEND resourcing
1.4. 	Disadvantaged and vulnerable Mitigate the impact of lost learning
upon progress of vulnerable &
disadvantaged groups
1.5.
Transition - Ensure smooth and
effective transition at each key stage
and on to careers, training and
further education
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2. People:
2.1	
Networks and communication
- Ensure trust vision, values
& operating practices are
communicated effectively to all
stakeholders
2.2
Professional development
- Design & implement a highly
effective and evidence based
professional growth model
2.3	
Diversity and faith - Ensure
policies and practice actively promote
diversity and equality of opportunity
2.4
HR support and well-being Embed the TCAT HR system to
support all academies with the
management and the promotion of
well-being
2.5	
Safeguarding - Ensure a safe &
compliant working environment for
all staff and pupils
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3. Performance:
3.1	
Academy standards - Ensure
sufficient support and challenge
is in place to enable academies to
achieve in line with targets
3.2	
VFM, financial stability and
growth - Provide sufficient
challenge & support to enable
academies sustain working surpluses
of 3%-5%
3.3	
Sustainability – Using the UN
sustainability goals, create an
overarching strategy to embed
sustainability across the organisation.
3.4
Buildings and resources Coordinate strategy to ensure best
use of resources and investment to
maintain & improve the TCAT estate
3.5	
Technology and communications
- Implement and embed a roadmap
to achieve delivery of a central IT
service

We are a high performing, successful trust
but we are always striving to reflect and
improve. In order to become a leading MAT
we have established a range of approaches
that lead out on the above objectives
through educational and business strands
across the trust. These include hubs whose
remit it is to focus upon delivering strategic
objectives, sharing of good practice and
expertise across the trust as well as, where
appropriate, delivering synergy in practice
to maximise impact. All hubs follow our
commitment in using proven research
based around the EEF implementation
model. Staff work effectively together
through trust co-ordinated work and
independent collaborative groups. We are
a leading MAT that is influencing practice
beyond our own organisation. Momentum
towards collaboration is now significantly
beyond the act of working together.
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CURRICULUM DESIGN

TCAT Principles of Curriculum design
and delivery
OECD Education 2030 aims to build a
common understanding of the knowledge,
skills, attitudes and values necessary
to shape the future towards 2030. The
Learning Framework for 2030 supports a
global movement for accelerating education
towards a better future through an iterative
co-creation and co-development process
involving multiple stakeholders.
TCAT academies will design and deliver
curricular based upon the principles set
out in the OECD Learning Framework 2030.
The framework challenges stakeholders to
think ahead and foster innovative learning
environments that focus on inclusive pupil
and student growth and facilitate change in
the education system. It draws on research
as well as policy and practical implications.
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We will help every young person develop
as a whole person, fulfil their potential
and contribute towards a future built upon
the social and economic well-being of the
individual, the local community and the
wider world.
https://www.oecd.org/education/2030/
learning-framework-2030.htm/
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Academies within TCAT will provide a broad
and balanced curriculum which prepares
young people for the social, economic and
environmental challenges of modern living.
We will encourage our young people to
value individual and collective well-being,
prosperity and sustainability.

of literacy, numeracy, general knowledge,
digital/technological competence, physical
health & well-being and enable them to
mobilise disciplinary and inter-disciplinary
knowledge, cognitive and social skills and
attitudes and values to meet complex
demands.

We will promote the knowledge, skills,
attitudes, beliefs and values necessary to
support future ready young people who are
able to exercise ‘learner agency’ and to take
responsibility for their own education and
to participate positively in the world. We
will do this by providing a solid foundation

The Learning Compass 2030 will be used as
a guiding influence to define the knowledge,
skills, attitudes and values that learners
need to fulfil their potential and contribute
to the well-being of their communities and
the planet.
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We will operate around the following OECD
design principles:
● Student agency. The curriculum should
be designed around students to motivate
them and recognise their prior knowledge,
skills, attitudes and values.
● Rigour. Topics should be challenging and
enable deep thinking and reflection.
● Focus. A relatively small number of topics
should be introduced in each grade to
ensure the depth and quality of students’
learning. Topics may overlap in order to
reinforce key concepts.
● Coherence. Topics should be sequenced
to reflect the logic of the academic
discipline or disciplines on which they
draw, enabling progression from basic to
more advanced concepts through stages
and age levels.
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● Alignment. The curriculum should
be well-aligned with teaching and
assessment practices. While the
technologies to assess many of the
desired outcomes do not yet exist,
different assessment practices might
be needed for different purposes. New
assessment methods should be developed
that value student outcomes and actions
that cannot always be measured.
● Transferability. Higher priority should
be given to knowledge, skills, attitudes
and values that can be learned in one
context and transferred to others.
● Choice. Students should be offered a
diverse range of topic and project options,
and the opportunity to suggest their own
topics and projects, with the support to
make well-informed choices.
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OECD LEARNING COMPASS
The Learning Compass 2030 defines
the knowledge, skills, attitudes and values
that learners need to fulfil their potential
and contribute to the well-being of their
communities and the planet.
The OECD learning compass indicates how
students can navigate through an everchanging eco-system to help shape the
future we want. It is an evolving learning
framework that helps create a common
language and understanding about broad
education goals. It is co-created by policy
makers, researchers, school leaders,
teachers and students from around the
world.
The OECD Learning Compass defines the
competencies made up of knowledge,

skills, attitudes and values that students
need to fulfil their potential and to
contribute positively to the well-being of
their communities and the planet. When
a student is in possession of the learning
compass, they are exercising agency;
the capacity to set a goal, reflect and act
responsibly to affect change. To act, rather
than be acted upon.
The students are not alone in this as they
are surrounded by peers, parents, carers,
teaching staff and the community, all of
whom interact with and guide the student
towards well-being.
The learning compass shows that students
need some core foundations before they
can set off towards well-being.
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These include not only literacy and
numeracy, but also data and digital literacy,
physical and mental health and social and
emotional foundations. To shape their
future and the future of society, learners
need to develop certain transformative
competencies.
These are defined as the ability to create
new value, reconcile tensions and dilemmas
and take responsibility for their own actions.
These competencies are developed through
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a cyclical learning process; anticipating,
acting, reflecting. As learners become more
adaptive and reflective and take actions
accordingly they continually improve their
way of thinking.
The wellbeing of society is a shared
destination and, whilst we all have many
visions of the future we want, the OECD
learning compass orientates all learners of
all ages towards that better future.
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UNITED NATIONS SUSTAINABILITY

We are committed to working within the 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) that
builds on decades of work by countries and
the United Nations. This is an ambitious
global framework and we recognise the
good practices that can be replicated at
trust level to address existing gaps and
constraints.
It aligns fully with our commitment to
OECD Education 2030. Utilising this
global expertise is critical in supporting
our recovery efforts from the COVID-19
pandemic and to support in accelerated
progress for all our students.

Education for all is an integral part of the
sustainable development agenda. There
is a growing international recognition of
Education for Sustainable Development as a
fundamental element of quality of education
and a key enabler for development.
The Sustainable Development Goal 4 reads
“Ensure inclusive and equitable quality
education and promote life-long learning
opportunities for all” and includes a set of
associated targets that can be found here:
https://sdgs.un.org/topics/education
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UNCONSCIOUS BIAS: TAKING OUR
CURRICULUM SERIOUSLY

Curriculum is all about power. What we choose to teach
confers or denies power. Without realising it, everyone holds
unconscious beliefs about others. These can be based in
things like social factors or identities of others. There is a risk
that objective judgements can be affected by unconscious
beliefs and other types of bias.
Beyond the National Curriculum, decisions about what
knowledge to teach are an exercise of power and therefore a
weighty ethical responsibility. To say that pupils should learn
‘the best that has been thought and said’ is never adequate.
As a trust, we are committed to diverse, representative, value
based curriculums and challenge one another to ask questions
around: * ‘Whose knowledge?’; ‘Who decides on “best”?’
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* From ‘Taking
Curriculum Seriously,
Christine Counsell
(2018)
https://impact.
chartered.college/
article/takingcurriculum-seriously/
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EVIDENCE INFORMED PRACTICE

A commitment to disciplined research
& action
Academies within TCAT will commit to an
approach to teaching and learning and
educational practice which is informed and
based upon evidence-informed practice
and credible research. Essentially, it is a
disciplined cycle of change involving the
collaborative planning, testing, implementing
and evaluating of approaches for improving
practice.
It is a cyclical process, which begins with
identifying a problem about learning.
Relevant research or practice evidence is
gathered and appraised and then applied
to planning an intervention in learning.
Information is then collected about its effects,
the impact of the intervention is evaluated
and the potential value for future practice is
assessed. This approach is supported by our
partnership with The University of Oxford
and Oxnet@TCAT has been established to

facilitate these links. Through this method,
we are able to provide greater depth to the
evidence on common school challenges by
linking together evidence in the EEF Toolkit
with key messages emerging from EEF
funded projects and other, wider resources.
Individual staff, departments, collaborative
hubs and academies will commit to the
principles of evidence-informed improvement
as set out by the Education Endowment
Foundation in Putting Evidence to Work: An
Academy’s Guide to Implementation which
focus around:
1. I dentifying key priorities & clear success
criteria
2. E
 valuating different strategies based on
evidence
3. C
 reating the right conditions for successful
change
4. Evaluating impact at regular milestones
5. Embedding change
15
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THE EEF LOGIC MODEL FOR EFFECTIVE
IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation Process Diagram
Implementation can be described as a series of stages
relating to thinking about, preparing for, delivering and
sustaining change.
Implementation is a key process of improvement and
is an area that has been identified as practice that
requires sufficient attention to support change. Effective
implementation requires time to plan and execute in stages
and an environment and school climate that is conducive to
good execution.
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“Implementation – the
process of putting a
decision or plan into
effect.”
Oxford English
Dictionary
“Vision without
implementation is
hallucination.”
Thomas Edison
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Explore
Define the problem using analysis and
consider appropriate inputs, research,
evidence etc.

Short term outcomes
Identify what should happen as a
consequence of the plan.
Celebrate quick wins

Prepare
Create a clear implementation plan. Judge
academy readiness. Prepare the team etc.
Consider success/milestones.

Sustain
Plan to scale up. Consider long term
resources and staff/training implications.
Continually acknowledge, support and
reward good implementation strategies.

Deliver
Communicate the plan, train staff, launch.
Pilot if necessary.
Monitor & evaluate at regular intervals & be
ready to adapt.

Long term outcomes
Identify what should happen as a
consequence of the plan.
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THE PRINCIPLES OF INSTRUCTION
The work of Barak Rosenshine and the ten
principles of instruction and suggested
classroom practices is a useful tool to
support with teaching and learning and
educational practice.
It focuses on universal aspects of teaching:
questioning, practice, building knowledge.
The document makes direct links from
research to practice, connecting memory
and cognitive load theory.
The principles come from three sources:
: (a) research in cognitive science, (b)
research on master teachers, and (c)
research on cognitive supports. Each is
briefly explained opposite.
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A: Research in cognitive science:
This research focuses on how our brains
acquire and use information. !is cognitive
research also provides suggestions on how
we might overcome the limitations of our
working memory (i.e., the mental “space” in
which thinking occurs) when learning new
material.
B: Research on the classroom practices of
master teachers:
Master teachers are those teachers whose
classrooms made the highest gains on
achievement tests. In a series of studies, a
wide range of teachers were observed as
they taught, and the investigators coded
how they presented new material, how
and whether they checked for student
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understanding, the types of support they provided to their
students, and a number of other instructional activities. By
also gathering student achievement data, researchers were
able to identify the ways in which the more and less effective
teachers differed.
C: Research on cognitive supports to help students learn
complex tasks:
Effective instructional procedures such as thinking aloud,
providing students with scaffolds, and providing students
with models come from this research.

Source: https://
www.teachertoolkit.
co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/2018/10/
Principles-of-InsructionRosenshine.pdf

There are four very clear strands that track through the ten
sections – reviewing material, questioning, explaining and
modelling, practice. Each of these can be a focus area for
improvement enabling multiple ways to engage with the
ideas and to find a focus for deliberate practice.
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Taken from the International Academy of Education. This poster is from the work of
Barak Rosenshine who based these ten principles of instruction and suggested classroom
practices on:
● research on how the brain acquires and uses information
● research on the classroom practices of those teachers whose students show the
highest gains
● findings from studies that taught learning strategies to students

20
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Barak Rosenshine offers a further list of 17
principles that overlap from the 10 sections
highlighted in the image opposite. It is a
simple summary of the whole document and
can support as a prompt to linking to the
whole document.
17 Principles of Effective Instruction
The following list of 17 principles emerges
from the research discussed in the main
article. It overlaps with, and offers slightly
more detail than, the 10 principles used to
organise that article.
● Begin a lesson with a short review of
previous learning
● Present new material in small steps with
student practice after each step
● Limit the amount of material students
receive at one time

●G
 ive a clear and detailed instructions and
explanations
● Ask a large number of questions and check
for understanding
● Provide a high level of active practice for
all students
● Guide students as they begin to practice.
● Think aloud and model steps
● Provide models of worked-out problems
● Ask students to explain what they have
learned
● Check the response of all students.
● Provide systematic feedback and
corrections
● Use more time to provide explanations.
● Provide many examples
● Reteach material when necessary
● Prepare students for independent practice
● Monitor students when they begin
independent practice

21
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DEVELOPMENT

Education Connect, TCAT’s
professional development offer.
Education Connect is the professional
development dimension of The Challenge
Academy Trust and was born out of a strong
desire to engage with the wider educational
community; providing expert CPD, at
exceptional value.
Initially, we decided to harness the collective
power of 10 academies and coordinate
a trust-wide CPD programme where our
most talented, experienced staff regularly
collaborate and share best practice as well
as invite experts from all over the country
to deliver sessions. We also established key
areas for development, then coordinated a
shared approach to obtaining key speakers,
facilitators and specialists, sharing resources,
costs and time. A culture of continual growth,
and a craving to continually improve, has
led to a fully-engaged staff who are hungry
for CPD. Colleagues are passionate about

empowering themselves – and others – to
deliver excellent teaching and to facilitate
learning that encourages superb outcomes
for young people.
Our CPD offer is tailored to a school’s needs
to ensure it has an impact in the classroom
while feedback / evaluation ensures it is
effective. Packages have been developed
focussing on areas such as SEND, well-being,
literacy and leadership.
The courses are multi-faceted, drawing on
the talents of many experts, professional
bodies and trainers. Each one is based
on logic models for change – longitudinal
courses that offer opportunities to network
and reflect.
Website: educationconnect.org.uk
Twitter: @Edu_Connect_
Contact: Enquiries@educationconnect.org.uk
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TCAT CPD offer for teaching staff
High-quality, effective continuous
professional development is at the centre of
our vision for the trust. We value and invest
in all of our staff to ensure we deliver on
the very best outcomes for all our pupils.
The type and quality of CPD that
organisations use really matters when it
comes to improving teaching quality and
pupil outcomes.
We use the latest recommendations and
research such as EEF-funded projects,
toolkits, The Teacher Development Trust
and impact reports to support us in delivery
and implementation.
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We recognise that effective CPD is:
● Supported by the school’s leadership
● Sustained over at least two terms
● Includes expert input, peer collaboration
and opportunities for teachers to consider
and experiment with their learning and
get feedback on their work.
Our CPD offer comprises of internal training
and external training, including accredited
qualifications. Our CPD lead is available to
support with training needs.
ITT
● ITT programme delivered via Learning@
TCAT teaching academy
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Early career stage
● NQT programme
● Accelerate programme (accredited
Chartered College & Education
Development Trust)
Middle leadership
● In-house leadership development
programme
● Access to NPQML
Senior leadership
● Access to full suite of NPQSL, NPQH and
NPQEL via Best Practice Network
General
● Chartered college/National College
training
● TeachMeets

● National Literacy Trust training
● Governor training
Oxford University Partnership/Oxnet@
TCAT
● Bespoke programme of CPD, research and
residential opportunities to available to
teachers from across the trust to support
a diverse range of pedagogy, policy and
practice
Subject specific
● Hub CPD
● Science Learning Partnership offer
including Science, DT & Computer Science
hubs
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT
TCAT is committed in developing a culture which supports professional growth and staff
develop.

TCAT Reads &
literacy hub
Education
Connect

Formal &
informal
networking &
collaboration

Coaching &
Instructional
Coaching

Well-being

Personal
development
opportunities

TCAT
PROFESSIONAL
GROWTH

Subject phase
specific training

Our commitment
Career stage
development from
ITT to SLT

Access to Oxford
university
partnership

Talent
management

National
Professional
Qualifications

Teaching School
hub and access

‘The parallel with being a teacher is striking. If we do not ensure, first and foremost, that our
teachers are happy, healthy, well qualified, highly motivated, hard-working, well-trained experts,
they cannot be their best for their students. Consequently, a school which does not prioritise
professional learning and managing staff workload – which, as a consequence, will help
improve staff wellbeing – is disadvantaging its own students’.
(Tomsett & Uttley 2020)
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PROFESSIONAL NETWORKS
Business
hubs

Central
Executive Team for
Strategy & Operations
(CETSO)
Operational Management
Team (OPCAT)
Business & Operations
Estates Management
IT
Finance

Primary Heads
Curriculum, Assessemnt &
Outcomes
EYFS
English
Maths
STEM

Primary
hubs

Devolved leadership via a network of
hubs
A broad range of hubs have been
established to lead on specific educational/
business strands across TCAT, linking into
the main strategic objectives. Each hub
is focused upon sharing good practice
and expertise across the trust and, where
appropriate, looking to harmonise practice
where this will maximise impact.
Each hub is led by a designated senior
practitioner and all academies are required
to send representation.

Secondary Heads
Assessment

Secondary /
Post 16 hubs

Curriculum
EBACC subject hubs
Music
Sports
Careers & Aspirations
Computer & Science

Central Executive Team
(CET)
Teaching & Learning,
Educational Research
Transition
SEND
Safeguarding
Personal Development
Behaviour & Welfare
Pastoral

Cross-phase
hubs

Each hub has a clear remit and works to a
set of objectives and an action plan. Hub
groups meet half termly and leads provide
half termly updates to members of the
Central Executive Team.
TCAT Communication and Reporting
Strategy gives further information around
the direct reporting models in place. The
overall aim is to create strength through
interdependent practice.
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Talent Management
We must consider our approach to talent
management to ensure that we have a
constant process that involves attracting,
developing and retaining high-performing
employees. The primary purpose will be
to ensure that we maintain a motivated
workforce. Since our establishment in 2017,
we have subsequently grown to include
10 academies with approximately 8000
students and 800 staff.
Our own mission statement, ‘To serve,
challenge and empower the educational
community’ supports how system leaders
can work in partnership with wider alliances
to close gaps between the best and
weakest performing schools in the system.
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Effective talent management across the
Trust will achieve many things. The key
principles of good talent management are
to:
● Help improve performance
● Becoming better prepared to face changes
and risks with a stronger workforce
● Drive innovation
● Form productive teams
● Decrease turnover and attract the very
best candidates for future positions
● Motivate colleagues to grow

EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES

The cycle of managing and growing talent:

This diagram aligns with our implementation
model and cyclical approach to exploring,
preparing, delivering and sustaining.
Planning
Planning aligns the talent management
model with the Trust’s strategic objectives.
It also allows us to ensure that we seek
talent with the correct skills and experience
as well as assess current employees within
based on a clear need.
Attracting
Needs of the Trust may change or
employees may take on new responsibilities
as others leave and we begin to recruit.
Talent management ensures that we build
capacity to ensure productivity as well as
prevent heavy workloads that could cause
demotivation. The right strategy will also
support in attracting employees for the
Trust that are driven and skilled.

Developing
Growing talent within the Trust is an
important part of the model. Part of this
includes identifying roles colleagues can
fulfil as well as considering how to expand
skills and knowledge to fulfil new challenges
within the Trust.
Retaining
A further purpose of developing a talent
management strategy is to keep colleagues
within the Trust for longer. Employees must
continue to feel aligned with the strategic
objects and that the Trust is an enjoyable,
meaningful place to work within. Through
our career development programme,
incorporating our professional development
offer, colleagues can potentially create a
career without leaving the Trust.
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Transitioning
The aim is to keep employees’ knowledge
and skills within the Trust and plan for
their possible transitions that may include
promotions and moving to other roles.
Strategy:
Combining employing top employees with
promising specialists and developing them
allows a strong mix of talent within, whilst
remaining outward facing and fresh. It
allows a robust combination of new and
existing talent being utilised and supports
to maintain motivation.
Each academy has its own unique staff and
high performing teams and team members.
We need to have an overview of career
goals, expertise and strengths to ensure
that we can support in creating the right
opportunities. There is also the added
opportunity to support colleagues beyond
our Trust as we continue to be approached
30

externally to support other institutions,
particularly in the light of COVID-19.
The central infra-structure of the Trust has
been grown and shaped according to need
and we now offer services around:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Finance
School improvement
Human Resources
Buildings and facilities management
Insurance
Legal
Health & Safety
Policies
Governance support
SLA procurement
Safeguarding support
IT

Our hubs and lead practioners also support
with this current structure.
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TEACHING SCHOOL HUB

Bridgewater is responsible for the design
and delivery of TCAT’s School Direct Teacher
Training Programme. Our programme leads
to QTS, accredited by Endeavour Learning
SCITT, and the award of Postgraduate
Certificate in Education at Masters’ level
through Liverpool John Moores University.
We have an excellent performance record
with all our students judged as good or
outstanding at the end of last year and in
addition all our students became accredited
teachers of PSHE through completion of an
accredited programme.
During the course, TCAT offers Trainee
Teachers the opportunity to work with
students from a diverse range of social
backgrounds and abilities from SEND to the

most able. We have Designated Provisions
in our Secondary Schools focusing on
specific student needs and trainees can gain
experience working within these specialised
units.
TCAT also provides significant opportunities
beyond the two Secondary placements
and can offer bespoke placements for
those wishing to pursue particular areas of
development such as Inclusion and STEM.
We ensure that our trainees become highly
effective practitioners and provide inspiring,
practical and high-quality training to enabling
the graduates to become successful teachers
finding employment across the region.
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ACCOUNTABILITY
Our commitment to school improvement: Strength through inter-dependence
The process of aligning and standardising practices is often a challenge where the culture is also
predicated on high levels of school autonomy. We refer to the ‘Five strategic areas for sustainable
improvement in MATs’ taken from Sustainable improvement in multi-school groups, (2018).
Vision, values strategy
& culture

People, learning &
capacity

Assessment curriculum
& pedagogy

QA &
accountability

An ambitious vision
underpinned by
shared values & a
high-trust culture

An effective approach
to recruiting,
developing &
retaining high quality
staff

Shared age related
expectations & a
consistent approach
to assessment across
schools

Fit for purpose data
collection, analysis &
reporting

A coherent but
responsive strategy
with clarity on core
team & school-based
roles

Systems to identify,
develop & deploy
leadership expertise
across schools

Shared principles for
a curriculum which
aligns with wider
vision

Use of quantitative
& quantitative data
to evaluate school
performance & inform
next steps

Alignment around
shared practices
which support
improvement

Systematic ways of
moving knowledge
& evidence around
within & between
schools

Shared principles
for quality teaching,
learning and student
success

Appropriate challenge
& support for all
schools

A sustainable
learning
organisation

Effective governance and back-office systems to support school improvement
Disciplined innovation - research, evaluation and learning from/with the wider system
Double loop learning - adapting your approach over time and in response to feedback

Five strategic areas for sustainable improvement in MATs and federations

We commit to teachers and school leaders exercising their professional capabilities toward
a common goal of improving the life chances of all the young people across our trust. This
lateral accountability means that we have a culture of continuous improvement and shared
responsibility for the best outcomes across all our schools.
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Accountability and Quality Assurance
within the Trust
School accountability is a necessary aspect
of the working of the trust however, we
work hard to ensure there is a clear balance
between holding schools to account and
helping them to improve as part of the
continuous improvement cycle.
We strive to embed a sense of self-efficacy
and teacher agency built around our
commitment to evidence informed evaluation
and the school improvement cycle. As a
result, this facilitates coaching and a culture
of collaborative feedback. All school reviews
are built around frameworks to ensure there
is a consistent discipline around the cycle.
The Ofsted Handbook sets out the evaluation
criteria that inspectors use to make their
judgements and on which they report.
It allows us to be informed about the
processes and procedures of inspection.

The evaluation criteria, alongside examples
of the kinds of evidence and activities used
by inspectors to make their judgements
supports us in our accountability model.
IDENTIFY
Opportunities
in the process
workflow

REVIEW
How changes
working for the
team

THE
CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
CYCLE

PLAN
How can
the current
process
be improved?

EXECUTE
Implement
changes
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Accountability within TCAT
Whole School Review

Bi-annual (within Ofsted
timeline / visits)
Utilising EIF
1 day in school
1/2 day pre visit
Follow-up /monitoring
visits

Scorecard
Reviewed twice a year
Holistic overview of
the school
Compliance
Areas of strength and
development identified
RAG

Priority Action Plan
Bi-annual
Reviewed twice a
year, aligned with
scorecard
Follow-up /
monitoring visits
Linked to Trust
strategic objectives
Pupils, performance
& people
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Models and Frameworks we use to support with School Improvement
The Continuous Improvement Cycle

Identify, plan, execute and review process

Ofsted Inspection Framework

School reviews
Deep dive approaches

EEF School Implementation model

Implementation model to follow with any school improvement decision

DfE Pupil Premium template

Aligning new requirements for 2021/22 to demonstrate the research
evidence basis for pupil premium decisions

Covid-19 Catch-up premium report
template

Aligned template based on EEF school planning guide and DfE and
published on all school websites
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Our Executive leads for Primary and
Secondary facilitate and plan the school
reviews, utilising leaders from across the
trust. They act as a conduit between the
school and the trust board.
Driving the culture of school improvement
and building capacity.
Senior leaders from all schools are trained
and supported to conduct reviews of the
school. These are planned bi-annually
and link to the Ofsted cycle and the risk
management analysis of the scorecards.
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School reviews take place on an annual
basis (depending on need and RAG rating of
the school) and are held over one day.
A further two follow-up sessions are
committed as a minimum to lead on
aspects of the post-review improvement
aspects and supporting development of the
scorecard and the priority action plan.
These meetings support in monitoring
impact and developing evidence-based
improvement strategies supported by
educational research.
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Examples of School Improvement across TCAT:

Systems and
policies to
support school
improvement

Lead
practioners

Education
Connect sourcing
professional
decelopment
training

Headteacher
well-being
programme

Ambition for All
(SEND & Mental
health training)

TCAT Reads

Teaching School
Hub

Best practice
remote learning
support

Support through
COVID

Executive
principal access

Hub access

Collaborative
networks, both
formal and
informal

Peer reviews,
deep dives and
school visits

Governor
training

Safeguarding

Access to
professional
memberships

Early Career
Framework

National
Professional
Qualifications

Coaching

Instructional
Coaching
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

The trust works upon the principle of earned
autonomy which is structured around the
management of risk. Where risks are identified,
academies may seek central support or the
trust may decide to intervene; this approach
relates to educational outcomes, safeguarding,
governance, business and financial
management and all relevant protocols and
procedures.
Following the results of terminal examinations
and end of year data returns, each academy
will complete a scorecard. This scorecard
contains data around the majority of key
performance indicators which are RAG rated
in relation to national averages or other
benchmarks. The scorecard also contains
a self-evaluation section which should be
supported by clear evidence and a set of key
performance indicators for the year ahead.
Each academy will suggest ambitious but
achievable targets for the year ahead which
will be benchmarked against FFT Aspire data
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and quality assured by an Executive Principal,
TCAT operations Lead or Director of Finance.
Within meetings held early in the autumn
term, trust colleagues will work with
academies to identify any specific central
support or resources which can be provided
by TCAT to support the achievement of KPIs
or benchmarks. For academies in challenging
circumstances, this will be an expectation.
This may include ongoing leadership
support, curriculum reviews, input from lead
practitioners or SLEs, financial support or
guidance or training for staff and governors.
All academies will be subject to a bi-annual
peer review to challenge/validate selfassessment judgements, a termly meeting
with an Executive Principal, pupil premium and
SEND reviews on request and regular scrutiny
around finance, governance, safeguarding,
health & safety and anything else causing any
concern, linked to the scorecard.
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The cycle of quality assurance around academy performance:

Submit Self-evaluation
(SEF), Scoreboard and
Academy
development plan

IDENTIFY
Opportunities
in the process
workflow

Mid-year
review of
impact and
feedback to
LGB (Trust
board)

REVIEW
How changes
working for the
team

THE
CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT
CYCLE

PLAN
How can
the current
process
be improved?

Plan review
and data
analysis to
validate /
challenge
scorecard
& SEF

EXECUTE
Implement
changes
Report &
recommendations
& feedback to LGB
(Trust board)

Central executive
team to identify
strength / capacity
and broker support
within a RASP
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The cycle of challenge / support for academy performance

September

October December

January March

March May

May July
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● Submit data
● Exec Principal to meet with LPs to analyse subject perfromance & plan for year
ahead
● Schools to complete & submit scorecard, SEF & PAP by Oct half term
● Heads and RALs to meet with Executive principal to dsicuss judgements &
evidence & to agree targets for the year ahead
● Consider trust support required
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Exec Principal to arrange & schedule peer reviews (proportionate to need)
Finalise scorecard, Sef, PAP & Agree RAS
Exec Principal to coordinate & deploy TCAT resources where appropriate
Trust meetings:Exec principals to report to Q&S committee
Peer reviews to take place as arranged
Exec Principal leadership support visits to take place as arranged
Peer reviews completed by the end of the term

● Submit autumn data and review of KPIs and SEF/PAP early January
● Exec Principal & LPs to review autumn data
● Heads to meet with Exec Principal to review scorcard, SEF & PAP/RASPmonitor impact
● Review RASP and deployment/central resource
● Trust meetings: Exec Principal to report to Q&S and trust board
● Follow-up meetings, reviews and actions continue
● Submit Spring data and review of KPIs and SEF/PAP late April
● Heads to meet with Exec Principal to review scorcard, SEF & PAP/RASPmonitor impact
● Review RASP & deployment/central resource
● Exec Principal to meet LPs for Spring review
● Exec Principal to monitor impact against PAP & RASP & review intervention in
accordance with need
● Review and update KPIs, SEF/PAP and submit if change required in time for
Q&S meeting
● Heads to meet Exec Principal to review scorecard, SEF & PAP/RASP-monitor
impact
● Review RASP & deployment/central resource
● Exec Principal to meet LPs for Summer review
● Trust meetings: Exec Principal to report to Q&S on and trust board
● Follow-up meetings, reviews and actions continue
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Quality Assurance Timeline
Quality assurance across key areas are carefully planned for and audited. The TCAT
calendar includes details of all events linked to the identified areas below.
Finance & HR Quality of
Education

Safeguarding

Governance

Key Groups

Key
Policies

Financial Handbook
Appraisal
Capability
Staff Expenses
Competitive
Tendering
Data Protection
Investment
Premises
Management
Risk Assessment

EYFS policies &
procedures
Equality
information &
objectives
Curriculum
Statement & Vision
Curriculum policies

CSR
CP Policy & Procedures
Whistle Blowing
Safer Recruitment
Behaviour Principles
Written Statement
Behaviour Policy
Anti-Bullying
Attendance

Admissions
Accessibility (3yrs)
Charging & Remission
First Aid
Freedom of Information
Governors Code of Conduct
Health & Safety
Provider Assessment
Sex Education
Staff Code of Conduct
Supporting Pupils with
Medical Needs
Teacher’s Pay
Statement of procedures
for dealing with allegations
of abuse against staff

Special Educational
Needs Information
Report
SEN policy

Annual
event

• Financial audit
• GDPR audit
•S
 taff well-being
survey

 eer Reviews,
•P
inc. lit, transition,
outcomes,
curriculum
provision,
leadership,
teaching &
PDBW
•A
 greed common
assessment
points, data
submission &
analysis (termly)

•D
 SL, Dep DSL
training
• Staff training
• Hays training
•S
 afeguarding Trust
Audit, external QA,
including off-rolling)
• Safeguarding
Academy Audit,
Section 175 LA
•A
 nti-bullying reviews
(PDBW group)

 overnance review
•G
(external)
•G
 overnor conference
•X
 3 termly training (TCAT
led)

 esignated
•D
Provision review
(reports to Dir of
QS & QS com)
• PP review
•P
 P impact report
& outcomes
•S
 END audit (LA)
(reports to Dir of
QS & QS Com)
• Appraisal

 onthly accounts • A
 ttendance at
Monthly • M
event
•M
 onthly academy
CET meetings
meeting
• Follow-up
meeting with
CEO / FD (linked
to Risk)

Monthly academy
reports

Half
Termly
event

•B
 usiness support
meetings (3/4
per term)

 hallenge
•C
partner meetings
•H
 alf termly PET
/ SET / CAO
meetings

 alf termly hub
•H
meeting
•H
 alf termly hub
update

 alf termly
• Committee Trust meetings • H
hub report and
• LGB meetings
meetings

Termly
event

 corecard
•S
meetings &
update

 corecard
•S
meetings &
update

 ermly report to
•T
Trustees
•S
 corecard meetings
& update

 corecard meetings &
•S
update

• Fortnightly OPCAT
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SCHOOL REVIEW PROCESS

Aims and objectives
The aims of the TCAT peer review process
are:
● to provide professional challenge to senior
leaders around the judgements they have
made within the self-evaluation section of
the TCAT scorecard
● to evaluate progress made against the
academy’s priority action plan
● to provide the trust with an independent
evaluation of academy effectiveness
The peer review team will review the
strength and integrity of both the first hand
and reported evidence provided by each
academy using the methodology set out
below.
The report will provide a set of evaluative
conclusions and considerations around
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key judgements. These conclusions will be
based upon the evidence seen and provided
throughout the review day and will be drawn
from the grade criteria outlined in the Ofsted
Academy Inspection Handbook (April 2020).
The report will be distributed to governors
and trustees as an objective review of the
academy’s effectiveness. It should, however,
be understood that this is only a snapshot
of the academy’s performance and should
not be seen as a definitive or comprehensive
assessment of the academy’s performance.
The aim of the process is to provide a critical
framework to promote further thinking
and professional dialogue around academy
improvement within each institution and to
enable the central executive team and the
trust board to make judgements regarding
any additional intervention required.

EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES

Methodology
We support the key principles for good
school-to-school peer review, based on the
‘The Principles of Effective School to School
Peer Review’ (NAHT 2019), which are the
following:
1. Committed to better outcomes for all
– There is a shared responsibility to establish
improvement across all schools and not just
one’s own, including the sharing of good
practice identified in reviews. The desire for
mutual gain is imperative for success.
2. Action focused – Peer review is set up
with the intention of acting as a result of the
review, whether to address a deficit or to get
even better. Peer review provides evidence
of strengths and areas for improvement but

is not a standalone activity. Reviews must
be part of wider processes that provide
sustained support for evidence-based
improvement.
3. Rigorous and objective – The team
should always consist of peer leaders with
the professional distance to give a truly
honest appraisal of where the school is in
its journey and the experience to insightfully
present evidence.
4. Structured and robust – The approach
used in the review should have a clear
structure so that the evidence collected is
impartial, defensible and is action-focused,
with all actions owned by the reviewed
school.
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5. Expert and evidence led – The
reviewers should be given the training and
support to be(come) experts in peer review;
their diagnosis of school performance
should be rooted in evidence, as should any
suggestions about potential actions.
6. Done with, not to, the school – Peer
review drives more transparent and honest
self-review. It should engage as much of the
school workforce as possible and always be
reciprocated.
7. Open and trusted – The reviewed
school is able and willing to expose its
vulnerabilities, in order to elicit new
perspectives on the challenges it faces.
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8. Builds deeper relationships – Peer
reviews lead to abiding collaborative
partnerships which can evolve over time
to enable stronger, closer working in local
clusters. There is also an opportunity to share
more widely as part of a national drive for
improvement.
9. Commitment to continuous
improvement – Peer review itself should
always be kept under review and providers
of peer review programmes must have
embedded structures and processes to
evaluate the effectiveness of the process and
commit to continuous improvement.
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In summary:
What peer review is
• A focus on improvement
• Based on an agreed framework
 eciprocal and inclusive – for all schools
•R
wherever they are on the improvement
journey
 nderpinned by a coaching approach, done
•U
in a culture of enquiry, learning and growth
 ocused, planned with feedback based on
•F
evidence and analysis of data
 eer review leads to a written or verbal
•P
summary collaboratively agreed between
the reviewer/s and the host school

What peer review is not
• A focus on proving
• A mock inspection
• Strong schools reviewing ‘weaker’ schools
• Giving advice or being judgmental
• A ‘learning walk’
 oncluded with a report written by an
•C
external reviewer in isolation
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The review will take place annually in each
academy and will use a similar methodology
to that set out in the Ofsted Academy
Inspection handbook (April 2020) and within
the TCAT curriculum review tool. Senior
leaders in academies should have used
the guidance and grade descriptors within
this handbook to form their own ‘best fit’
judgements about the academy within the
SEF. They should also identify the key pieces
of evidence they have used to come to
these conclusions within the self-evaluation
section of the scorecard. The review team
will consider the strength and veracity of
this evidence to form their own conclusions
about the academy. They will also use firsthand evidence as described in the Ofsted
handbook (see below extract). Individual
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reviewers will be given responsibility for
discrete Ofsted strands such as Quality
of education and Leadership, TCAT will
always endeavour to select reviewers with
adequate experience of the strand they have
responsibility for.
Although meetings with leaders are important,
inspectors’ first priority during inspections is
to collect first-hand evidence.
85. Inspectors will observe lessons; scrutinise
pupils’ work; talk to pupils about their work,
gauging both their understanding and their
engagement in learning; and gather pupils’
perceptions of the typical quality of education
and other aspects of life at the academy in a
range of subjects.

EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES

86. Inspectors will evaluate evidence of the
impact of the curriculum, including on the
most disadvantaged pupils. This includes
pupils with SEND. It also includes pupils who
meet the criteria for the academy to receive
pupil premium funding: pupils claiming free
academy meals at any point in the last six
years, looked after children (children in local
authority care) and/or children who left care
through adoption or another formal route.51
In addition, it includes children in need of
help and protection, receiving statutory
local authority support from a social worker.
Inspectors will give specific attention to the
acquisition of knowledge and skills in lessons
and on-site separate provision and evidence
of learning in off-site alternative provision.

87. Other evidence gathered by inspectors
will include: discussions with pupils and
staff; listening to pupils read; and looking
at examples of pupils’ work for evidence of
progress in knowledge, understanding and
skills towards defined endpoints. Inspectors
will also scrutinise the academy’s records
and documentation relating, for example, to
the welfare and safety of pupils in alternative
provision.
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The review team may request any of the
following information be provided prior to or
on the day of review.
● the academy timetable, current staff
list (indicating NQTs) and times for the
academy day
● any information about previously planned
interruptions to normal academy routines
during the inspection
● records and analysis of exclusions, pupils
taken off roll, incidents of poor behaviour
and any use of internal isolation
● the single central record for the academy
● records and analysis of sexual harassment
or sexual violence
● records and analysis of bullying,
discriminatory and prejudiced behaviour,
either directly or indirectly, including racist,
sexist, disability and homophobic/biphobic/
transphobic bullying, use of derogatory
language and racist incidents
● a list of referrals made to the designated
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person for safeguarding in the academy and
those who were subsequently referred to the
local authority, along with brief details of the
resolution
● a list of all pupils who have open cases with
children’s services/social care and for whom
there is a multi-agency plan
● up-to-date attendance analysis for all
groups of pupils
● documented evidence of the work of those
responsible for governance and their
priorities, including any written scheme of
delegation for an academy in a MAT
● a summary of any academy self-evaluation
or equivalent
● the current academy improvement plan or
equivalent, including any planning that sets
out the longer-term vision for the academy,
such as the academy or the trust’s strategy
● any reports from external evaluation of the
academy
● maps and other practical information
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Making judgements
The review team will evaluate the evidence
provided, observe practice on the ground,
meet with relevant leaders and staff and
talk to students before reaching conclusions
about the judgements senior leaders have
made about the academy.
The review team will offer evaluative
statements regarding the ‘best fit’ judgement
for the academy based on the grades and
grade criteria set out in the Ofsted handbook.
Statements will not be definitive due to the
nature of the review but instead will offer
professional opinion such as:
Based on the first-hand evidence and
meetings with senior leaders, there seems
to be sufficient evidence to justify a good
judgement for quality of education.

Based on the first-hand evidence and
meetings with senior leaders it would
seems that a good judgement for quality of
education is ambitious.
Reviewers will not always be trained
inspectors or may not have sufficient time/
evidence to make conclusive judgements;
however all reviewers should have sufficient
experience and be able to seek sufficient
evidence to make well-informed professional
judgements.
Any significant variance between the
judgements made by senior leaders
and reviewers will be discussed by the
headteacher and the lead reviewer before
the report is written. The lead reviewer will
be ultimately responsible for the content of
the report.
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The report
The report will consist of an overall
evaluation of strengths and areas for
development/consideration and will make an
evaluative statement regarding the overall
effectiveness of the academy.
The report will contain a section on each
of the key Ofsted strands which will consist
of an overall evaluation of the academy’s
judgement of that strand and will also
include detail around strengths and areas for
development/consideration as viewed by the
reviewer. The following format will be used
by reviewers to summarise their findings.
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Once the report is compiled and written by
the lead reviewer, a draft will be forwarded to
the headteacher for checking. Any issues will
be discussed, and the reviewer will make a
final decision regarding content.
A copy of the final report will be forwarded
to the headteacher, the chair of the local
governing body, the Director of Quality &
Standards and/or the Chief Executive Officer
and to the trust board via the Quality &
Standards committee.
The framework colleagues will use is opposite.
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Recording feedback
Best fit overall judgement based on evidence observed/provided:
Overall conclusions

Strengths

Areas for development/further consideration
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A typical review schedule

Time

Leadership &
management

Quality of
Education

Personal
development

English

Maths

Other subjects

Behaviour &
welfare
(incl
safeguarding)

• Introduction to SLT and position statement / SEF summary from Principal
• Time for team to finalise arrangements for the day
• Introduce team to whole staff if appropriate

Form

Form time / assembly

Form time / assembly

Meet SLT i/c personal
development
curriculum

Meet with B&W lead

Lesson 1

 eet Headteacher to Meet SLT i/c
M
discuss SEF & action curriculum
plan

Lesson 2

 eet Middle leaders
M
& cross-section of
staff

Meet subject leaders Meet subjects lead/s:
curriculum review and
book scrutiny

Meet with safeguarding
team & safeguarding
governor separately

Lesson 3

Meet English Lead:
curriculum review &
book scrutiny

Meet Maths Lead:
curriculum review &
book scrutiny

Subject learning walk

General learning walk

Lesson 4

English learning walk Maths learning walk

Student voice activity
PD

Student voice activity

Break

Team lunch/observe lunch and student voice

Lunch
Lesson 5

Provision for groups
meeting
Meet Chair of
governors

Meetings
/evidence

Meet with Maths
teachers & students
separately

Meet with subject
teachers & students
separately

Compile evidence, additional meetings, discussion
Team feedback & discussion
Feedback to SLT Feedback to SLT
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Case study follow up
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Criteria to consider during learning walks
1a

Teachers use subject expertise, knowledge and
practical skills to provide learning opportunities

1b

Teachers ensure there is an equality of
opportunity for all learners to access every
lesson, as building blocks to the wider curriculum

1c

Strategies to support reading/vocabulary
understanding/numeracy are in place for pupils
who need it/cannot access the curriculum

1d

The content of the lesson is suitably demanding

1e

The lesson content is appropriate to the age
group and does not lower expectations

1f

There is a logical sequence to the lesson

1g

Teachers provide opportunities to recall and
practise previously learned skills and knowledge

1h

Assessment provides relevant, clear and
helpful information about the current skills and
knowledge of learners

2

Teaching

2a

Teachers demonstrate good communication skills

2b

Teachers’ use of presentation allows pupils to
build knowledge and make connections

2c

Teachers use relevant and appropriate resources
during presentation to clarify meaning to pupils

2d

Teachers possess good questioning skills

2e

Teachers give explicit, detailed and constructive
feedback in class

2f

Teachers effectively check for understanding

3

Behaviour

3a

Teachers create supportive classrooms focused on
learning

3b

Teachers create focused classrooms through their
high expectations for pupils

3c

Teachers communicate clear and consistent
expectations which are understood and followed

3d

Pupils’ behaviour contributes to the focus on
learning
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Criteria to consider when conducting book scrutiny

Building on previous learning
Pupils’ knowledge is consistently, coherently and logically sequenced so that it can develop
incrementally over time. There is a progression from the simpler and/or more concrete
concepts to the more complex and/or abstract ones. Pupils’ work shows that they have
developed their knowledge and skills over time.
Depth and breadth of coverage
The content of the tasks and pupils’ work show that pupils learn a suitably broad range of
topics within a subject. Tasks also allow pupils to deepen their knowledge of the subject
by requiring thought on their part, understanding of subject-specific concepts and making
connections to prior knowledge.
Pupils’ progress
Pupils make strong progress from their starting points. They acquire knowledge and
understanding appropriate to their starting points.
Practice
Pupils are regularly given opportunities to revisit and practice what they know to deepen
and solidify their understanding in a discipline. They can recall information effectively,
which shows that learning is durable. Any misconceptions are addressed and there is
evidence to show that pupils have overcome these.
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TCAT Curriculum Review Tool

This tool is to be used to support colleagues
who are engaged in any activity focused
upon reviewing the effectiveness of the
taught curriculum. It draws upon elements
of the new Ofsted framework and the focus
upon the quality of education provided by an
academy. Curriculum review activity will aim
to consider:
1. T
 he clarity of vision around curriculum
intent
2. H
 ow well the curriculum is planned and
sequenced
3. H
 ow effectively teachers deliver and
assess the curriculum to ensure
pupils have long term knowledge and
understanding which they can apply
appropriately across the curriculum
4. E
 vidence in lessons, books, dialogue and
from national data to indicate positive
impact

Important Ofsted definitions of
curriculum terminology
The curriculum will be at the heart of the
new framework.
Ofsted’s working definition:
 he curriculum is a framework for
● T
setting out the aims of a programme of
education, including the knowledge and
understanding to be gained at each stage
(intent)
● for translating that framework over
time into a structure and narrative,
within an institutional context
(implementation), and
● for evaluating what knowledge
and skills pupils have gained against
expectations (impact/achievements)
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Senior leaders
Curriculum intent.
Understanding of
implementation
and impact

Curriculum leaders
Long and medium
term thinking and
planning. Rationale
for content choices
and sequencing.

Bringing it together

Teachers
Understand how
the curriculum
informs their choices
about content and
sequencing.

Pupils
From observed
lessons. How well do
they build schema
and recall learning.

If there is insufficient evidence, or if leaders
wish to present more, we will collect additional
evidence. We may also collect additional evidence
to identify whether or not the strengths and
weaknesses that inspectors have seen during the
deep dives are systemic.

Work scrutinies
of pupils in observed
classes. Where
possible, jointly with
teachers / leaders.

Connecting evidence
to reach a judgement
Forming a view of
quality of education.

Lesson visits
Evaluate where a lesson
sits in a sequence and
leaders / teachers
understanding of this.

Deep Dive

Introductory
conversation with
school leaders
Context
Curriculum

Pre-inspection

EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES

Curriculum ‘deep dive’ methodology employed by Ofsted and TCAT reviews
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Our approach to the curriculum review process
Team
Quality of
member education
Timings

English

Leadership &
Management
Of curriculum

Time

Quality of
Education

Quality of
Education

Quality of
Education

Maths

Science

Science

Meet with SLT

Lesson 1

Meet with
Subject lead
to discuss
curriculum vision
& planning

 eet with SLT i/c
M
curriculum and T&L

Meet with
Subject lead
to discuss
curriculum vision
& planning

Meet with Subject
lead to discuss
curriculum vision
& planning

Meet with Subject
lead to discuss
curriculum vision
& planning

Lesson 2

L earning walk
of chosen year
group

 eet with Subject
M
leads to discuss
curriculum vision &
planning

Learning walk
of chosen year
group

Learning walk
of chosen year
group

Learning walk
of chosen year
group

Lesson 3

Book scrutiny
of selected
students with
Subject lead

Learning walk

Book scrutiny of
Book scrutiny of
selected students selected students
with Subject lead with Subject lead

Lesson 4

Meet with
teachers
observed in
learning walk
with books

Work sampling with Meet with
subject leads
teachers
observed in
learning walk
with books

Break

Lunch

Meet with
teachers
observed in
learning walk
with books

Meet with
teachers
observed in
learning walk
with books

Meet with teachers observed in learning walk with work

Lesson 5

Meet with
selected
students with
their books

Meet with teachers
observed in
learning walk with
work

Meet with
Meet with
selected students selected students
with their books
with their books

Meetings

SL catch up if
required

SL/SLT catch up if
required

SL/SLT catch up
if required

Team
Meeting
Feedback

Book scrutiny of
selected students
with Subject lead

Meet with
selected students
with their books

SL/SLT catch up if SL/SLT catch up if
required
required

Team Meeting
Feedback to SLT

Feedback to SLT
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Ofsted criteria for Quality of Education judgement
Good (2)
Intent
� L eaders adopt or construct a curriculum
that is ambitious and designed to give all
pupils, particularly disadvantaged pupils
and including pupils with SEND, the
knowledge and cultural capital they
need to succeed in life. This is either the
national curriculum or a curriculum of
comparable breadth and ambition. [If
this is not yet fully the case, it is clear
from leaders’ actions that they are in the
process of bringing this about.]
 he academy’s curriculum is coherently
�T
planned and sequenced towards
cumulatively sufficient knowledge and
skills for future learning and employment.
[If this is not yet fully the case, it is clear
from leaders’ actions that they are in the
process of bringing this about.]
 he curriculum is successfully adapted,
�T
designed or developed to be ambitious
and meet the needs of pupils with
SEND, developing their knowledge, skills
and abilities to apply what they know
and can do with increasing fluency and
independence. [If this is not yet fully the
case, it is clear from leaders’ actions that
they are in the process of bringing this
about.]
 upils study the full curriculum; it is
�P
not narrowed. In primary academies,
a broad range of subjects (exemplified
by the national curriculum) is taught in
key stage 2 throughout each and all of
Years 3 to 6. In secondary academies,
the academy teaches a broad range of
subjects (exemplified by the national
curriculum) throughout Years 7 to 9. [If
this is not yet fully the case, it is clear
from leaders’ actions that they are in
the process of bringing this about.] The
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academy’s aim is to have the EBacc at the
heart of its curriculum, in line with the DfE’s
ambition,78 and good progress has been
made towards this ambition. This ambition
applies to secondary academies only, and
does not apply to university technical
colleges, studio academies, alternate
provision or special academies.
Implementation
 eachers have good knowledge of the
�T
subject(s) and courses they teach. Leaders
provide effective support for those teaching
outside their main areas of expertise.
� Teachers present subject matter clearly,
promoting appropriate discussion about
the subject matter being taught. They
check pupils’ understanding systematically,
identify misconceptions accurately and
provide clear, direct feedback. In so doing,
they respond and adapt their teaching
as necessary without unnecessarily
elaborate or individualised approaches.
 ver the course of study, teaching is
�O
designed to help pupils to remember long
term the content they have been taught
and to integrate new knowledge into larger
ideas.
 eachers and leaders use assessment
�T
well, for example to help pupils embed
and use knowledge fluently, or to check
understanding and inform teaching. Leaders
understand the limitations of assessment
and do not use it in a way that creates
unnecessary burdens on staff or pupils.
 eachers create an environment that
�T
focuses on pupils. The textbooks and other
teaching materials that teachers select –
in a way that does not create unnecessary
workload for staff – reflect the academy’s
ambitious intentions for the course of study.
These materials clearly support the intent of
a coherently planned curriculum, sequenced
towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge
and skills for future learning and employment.
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� The work given to pupils is demanding
and matches the aims of the curriculum
in being coherently planned and sequenced
towards cumulatively sufficient knowledge.
 eading is prioritised to allow pupils to
�R
access the full curriculum offer.
 rigorous and sequential approach to
�A
the reading curriculum develops pupils’
fluency, confidence and enjoyment in
reading. At all stages, reading attainment
is assessed and gaps are addressed quickly
and effectively for all pupils. Reading books
connect closely to the phonics knowledge
pupils are taught when they are learning to
read.
 he sharp focus on ensuring that younger
�T
children gain phonics knowledge and
language comprehension necessary to read,
and the skills to communicate, gives them
the foundations for future learning.
� Teachers ensure that their own
speaking, listening, writing and

reading of English support pupils in
developing their language and vocabulary well.
Impact
 upils develop detailed knowledge and
�P
skills across the curriculum and, as a
result, achieve well. This is reflected in results
from national tests and examinations that
meet government expectations, or in the
qualifications obtained.
 upils are ready for the next stage of
�P
education, employment or training. They
have the knowledge and skills they need
and, where relevant, they gain qualifications
that allow them to go on to destinations that
meet their interests and aspirations and the
intention of their course of study. Pupils with
SEND achieve the best possible outcomes.
 upils’ work across the curriculum is of
�P
good quality.
 upils read widely and often, with fluency
�P
and comprehension appropriate to their age.
They are able to apply mathematical
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Sources of evidence specific to curriculum intent:
Guidance to Inspectors
Inspectors will draw evidence about leaders’
curriculum intent principally from discussion
with senior and subject leaders. Inspectors
will explore:
 hether leaders are following the
�w
national curriculum and basic
curriculum or, in academies, a curriculum
of similar breadth and ambition
 ow carefully leaders have thought
�h
about what end points the curriculum
is building towards, what pupils will be
able to know and do at those end points,
and how leaders have planned the
curriculum accordingly. This includes
considering how the intended curriculum
will address social disadvantage by
addressing gaps in pupils’ knowledge and
skills
 ow leaders have sequenced the
�h
curriculum to enable pupils to build
their knowledge and skills towards the
agreed end points
 ow leaders have ensured that the
�h
subject curriculum contains content that
has been identified as most useful, and
ensured that this content is taught in a
logical progression, systematically
and explicitly enough for all pupils to
acquire the intended knowledge and skills
 ow the curriculum has been designed
�h
and taught so that pupils read at an ageappropriate level.
Inspectors will bear in mind that developing
and embedding an effective curriculum
takes time, and that leaders may only be
partway through the process of adopting or
redeveloping a curriculum. If leaders have
an accurate evaluative understanding of
current curriculum practice in their academy
and have identified appropriate next steps
to improve curriculum quality and develop
curriculum expertise across the academy,
inspectors will evaluate ‘intent’ favourably
when reaching the holistic quality of
education judgement. They will recognise
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that the criteria for a judgement of good are
the best fit.
Inspectors will also consider any documents
that leaders normally use in their curriculum
planning but will not request materials to be
produced or provided in any specific format
for inspection.
Implementation
In evaluating the implementation of the
curriculum, inspectors will primarily evaluate
how the curriculum is taught at subject
and classroom level. Research and inspection
evidence suggest that the most important
factors in how, and how effectively, the
curriculum is taught and assessed are that:
 eachers have expert knowledge of
�T
the subjects that they teach. If they do
not, they are supported to address gaps
in their knowledge so that pupils are not
disadvantaged by ineffective teaching.
 eachers enable pupils to understand
�T
key concepts, presenting information
clearly and encourage appropriate
discussion.
� Teachers check pupils’ understanding
effectively and identify and correct
misunderstandings.
 eachers ensure that pupils embed key
�T
concepts in their long-term memory
and apply them fluently.
 he subject curriculum is designed and
�T
delivered in a way that allows pupils to
transfer key knowledge to long-term
memory. It is sequenced so that new
knowledge and skills build on what
has been taught before and pupils can
work towards clearly defined end points.
� Teachers use assessment to check
pupils’ understanding in order to
inform teaching, and to help pupils
embed and use knowledge fluently and
develop their understanding, and not simply
memorise disconnected facts.
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Impact
When inspectors evaluate the impact of the
education provided by the academy, their
focus will primarily be on what pupils have
learned. Inspection experience and research
show that the most important factors to
consider are that:
 well-constructed, well-taught curriculum
�A
will lead to good results because those
results will reflect what pupils have learned.
There need be no conflict between teaching
a broad, rich curriculum and achieving
success in examinations and tests.
 isadvantaged pupils and pupils with
�D
SEND acquire the knowledge and
cultural capital they need to succeed
in life.
� National assessments and
examinations are useful indicators of
pupils’ outcomes, but they only represent

a sample of what pupils have learned.
Inspectors will balance outcomes with their
first-hand assessment of pupils’ work.
 ll learning builds towards an end point.
�A
Learners are being prepared for their next
stage of education, training or employment at
each stage of their learning. Inspectors will
consider whether pupils are ready for
the next stage by the point they leave the
academy or provision that they attend.
 upils in sixth form are ready for the
�P
next stage and are going on to appropriate,
high-quality destinations. Inspectors will also
consider this.
� I f pupils are not able to read to an ageappropriate level and fluency, they will
be incapable of accessing the rest of the
curriculum, and they will rapidly fall behind
their peers.
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Quality of education questions for subject/senior leaders
Curriculum intent questions:
Is there is a clear and coherent rationale for the
curriculum design?
Are the rationale and aims of the curriculum
design are shared across the academy/
department and fully understood by all?
Do Curriculum leaders show understanding of
important concepts related to curriculum design,
such as knowledge progression and sequencing
of concepts?
Does curriculum coverage allow all pupils to
access the content and make progress through
the curriculum? How?
Is the curriculum is at least as ambitious as
the standards set by the National Curriculum /
external qualifications?
Do curriculum principles include the requirements
of centrally prescribed aims?
Is reading prioritised to allow pupils to access the
full curriculum offer?
Is mathematical fluency and confidence in
numeracy regarded as preconditions of success
across the national curriculum?
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Implementation indicators:
Do subject leaders at all levels have clear roles
and responsibilities to carry out their role in
curriculum design and delivery?
Do subject leaders have the knowledge, expertise
and practical skill to design and implement a
curriculum?
Do leaders at all levels, including governors,
regularly review and quality assure the subject to
ensure it is implemented sufficiently well?
Do leaders ensure ongoing professional
development/training is available for staff to
ensure curriculum requirements can be met?
Do leaders enable curriculum expertise to develop
across the academy?
Do curriculum resources selected, including
textbooks, serve the academy’s curricular
intentions and the course of study and enable
effective curriculum implementation?
Does the way the curriculum is planned meets
pupils’ learning needs?
Is curriculum delivery equitable for all groups and
appropriate?
Do leaders ensure interventions are appropriately
delivered to enhance pupils’ capacity to access
the full curriculum?
Does the curriculum have sufficient depth and
coverage of knowledge in the subjects?
Is there a model of curriculum progression for
every subject?
Does curriculum mapping ensure sufficient
coverage across the subject over time?
Is assessment designed thoughtfully to shape
future learning? Assessment is not excessive or
onerous?
Are assessments reliable? Do teachers ensure
systems to check reliability of assessments in
subjects are fully understood by staff?
Is there a mismatch between the planned and the
delivered curriculum?
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Impact indicators:
Is the curriculum successfully implemented to
ensure pupils’ progression in knowledge - pupils
successfully ‘learn the curriculum’?
Does the curriculum provide parity for all groups
of pupils? Do disadvantaged pupils and those
with SEND achieve the best possible outcomes?
Is work across the curriculum of a good quality?
Do results from national tests and examinations
suggest the implementation is effective?
Does evidence suggest pupils are ready for the
next stage of education, employment or training?
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COVID-19 RESPONSE

EEF Guidance, catch-up response and
remote learning offer
Over the past eighteen months, schools
have worked tirelessly to limit the impact
of Covid-19 related disruption on pupils.
We are focused to ensure that we are able
to provide sustained support, restoring
learning, alongside addressing future school
improvement priorities and maximising the
impact of the catch-up funding.
During lockdown, academies across the trust
quickly established online learning to ensure
learning continued for pupils. Despite the
high-quality resources and online learning,
there is a recognition that the consequences
of the pandemic are far-reaching for all
pupils, particularly for those from socially
disadvantaged families. Our strategic
objectives for the year 2021-22 recognise

the importance of tackling any disparities
for pupils as well as further developing the
remote learning offer the academies across
the trust have in place to support partial
or full lockdowns and continue to utilise
the online facilities and new approaches
to teaching and learning that have been
developed.
The one-off ‘catch-up premium’ for the
2020-21 academic year was allocated by
the government to ensure that schools have
the support to help all pupils make up for
lost teaching time, recognising the support
required for disadvantaged and vulnerable
groups. To support with identifying how
to use the funding effectively, academies
are guided to follow the EEF principles that
encompass the evidence-based approaches
that can be found within the EEF Covid-19
Support Guide for Schools.
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We continue to use and signpost colleagues
towards proven research as conducted
by the EEF and others. We recognise
that evidence, ‘strongly suggests that
compensating for the negative impact of
school closures on the gap will require a
sustained approach. School leaders will need
to make difficult decisions about what to
prioritise in the coming months, recognising
the tremendous strain the pandemic has
already placed on teachers and children.’
(Professor Becky Francis, EEF Covid-19
Support Guide for Schools).
A number of support guides have been
shared with academies to support their
response to the pandemic. Links can be
found here:
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EEF COVID-19 Support Guide for
Schools
https://educationendowmentfoundation.
org.uk/public/files/Publications/Covid-19_
Resources/Covid-19_support_guide_for_
schools.pdf
This guide primarily focuses on supporting
teachers and leaders across primary and
secondary, although many strategies will be
relevant for and support early years and post16 colleagues also. Elements contained within
it relate to high quality teaching, literacy
and numeracy programmes and supporting
transitions.
Any approach chosen must follow the trust’s
commitment to using the EEF implementation
model in which academies continue to
evaluate and monitor the impact of different
approaches.
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EEF School Planning Guide 2021-22
https://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/the-tiered-model/
This guide offers practical, evidence-based guidance to support school in planning a tiered
model that focuses upon (1) high-quality teaching, (2) targeted academic support, and (3)
wider strategies to aid school leaders’ existing school improvement planning efforts.
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www.tcat.uk.com

Beamont Collegiate Academy
01925 579500
mail@bca.warrington.ac.uk
bca.warrington.ac.uk

Padgate Academy
01925 822632
info@padgateacademy.co.uk
padgateacademy.co.uk

Bridgewater High School
01925 263814
enquiries@bridgewaterhigh.com
bridgewaterhigh.org

Penketh High School
01925 722298
admin@penkethhigh.org
penkethhigh.org

Broomfields Junior School
01925 265297
reception@broomfieldsjunior.co.uk
broomfieldsjunior.co.uk

Penketh South Primary School
01925 726558
office@penkethsouth.warrington.sch.uk
penkethsouth-warrington.dbprimary.com

Great Sankey Primary School
01925 728176
admin@greatsankeyprimary.warrington.sch.uk
greatsankey-warrington.primary.com

Priestley College
01925 633591
enquiries@priestley.ac.uk
priestley.ac.uk

Meadowside Primary School
01925 632705
office@meadowside.warrington.sch.uk
meadowside.warrington.sch.uk

Sir Thomas Boteler C Of E High School
01925 636414
info@boteler.org.uk
boteler.org.uk

